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中 文 摘 要 ： 此計劃主旨在於：如何利用機器學習的方式習得一個具有多
樣性檢索結果之排列模型。此多樣化檢索之特性對於一些常
見易混淆的問句，可以提供給使用者涵蓋層面較多之檢索結
果，並可進一步讓使用者找尋其想要之資訊。因此，此研究
計劃發展出一個可以考量到多樣化檢索結果之特性的學習式
排列演算法，此演算法結合了支持向量機分類（Support
Vector Classification，SVC）和支持向量機迴歸（Support
Vector Regression，SVR）二種作法，因此我們稱此方法為
二步式排序支持向量機（Two-step Ranking SVM）方法。此
提出的方法，會針對不同的文檔對（Document Pairs）進行
不同的排序學習程序。除了此演算法外，我們也對檢索模型
進行研究，並且提出了一個利用財務金融領域中的後現代投
資組合理論（Post-modern Portfolio Theory）衍生出來的
檢索模型，此模型也具備有多樣化檢索結果的能力。在之後
工作中，我們希望可以進一步加入更多值得擁有的特性，
如：考量到地域性以及時間性的排列模型。除了學習式演算
法的推導之外，本人也希望藉由這個研究計劃，深入探討排
列問題其學習理論之基礎。而開發出來的學習排列演算法，
也希望可以在往後應用到一套真實線上檢索系統中，透過如
此的結合將可以利用更多使用者回饋的資料來改善既有的檢
索系統。
中文關鍵詞： 資訊檢索、機器學習、多樣化檢索、支持向量機、投資組合
理論
英 文 摘 要 ： In this study we focus on how to diversify ranked
results making explicit use of information about the
topics that the query or the documents may refer to.
For this ranking problem, we assume that each
document belongs to one of the categories in a
taxonomy； then, we attempt to obtain as many
categories within the retrieved results as possible
while maintaining ranking quality. We propose a Twostep Ranking SVM approach to diversifying ranking
results. In the first step of the proposed method, we
conduct the Support Vector Classification (SVC)
training on the pairs of documents with Different
Ranks and Same Category (DRSC). Because of the
margin-maximization specialty of SVM, the learned
model will tend to separate the documents in the same
category as far as possible, which indirectly
introduces the concept of diversity into the

retrieved results. Following the first step, we then
continue to conduct the Support Vector Regression
(SVR) training on the pairs of documents with Same
Rank and Different Category (SRDC). That is, starting
with the output values of the first classification
model, the second step performs SVR on the SRDC
pairs； therefore, this practice will result in
pulling the pairs of documents in the different
categories as close as possible, which directly put
the concept of diversity into the learned model. In
addition, we also propose a novel retrieval model
based on Post-modern Portfolio Theory. The proposed
model also has the ability of diversifying retrieval
results, and we attempt to combine the model with the
learning-to-ranking techniques for the diversity
task.
英文關鍵詞：

Information Machine Learning, Diversified Retrieval,
Support Vector Machine, Portfolio Theory
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1.1

The Background and Goals of the Research Project

前言、研究目的、文獻探討

Background

How to learn an effective ranking function for document retrieval has drawn much attention from
the information retrieval and machine learning communities. For a given query, an effective ranking
function should provide a ranking list with a comprehensive coverage of information, including any
ambiguity within the query. Take “apple” as an example, this query may refer to the Apple company,
the Apple emulator, and the fruits. For such ambiguous queries, if there is no further information about
user’s intention, an information retrieval system should better provide a ranking list of documents with
all possible interpretations.
However, most of the current work related to learning to rank is mainly aimed to learn a ranking
function that only consider relevance but without the consideration of diversity. Using the current
learning-to-rank techniques cannot obtain a ranked list that reflects the breadth of available information and any ambiguity inherent in a query. In [12], the authors mentioned that the ideal document
ordering for such ambiguous queries would properly account for the interests of the overall user population. The earlier documents might cover key concepts of each topic. Later documents would
supplement the basic information, rather than redundantly repeating the same thing over and over
again. Obviously, methods based on the conventional relevance-based ranking are unlikely to be
optimal solutions to such a diversified ranking problem.

1.2

Research Purpose

For this work, therefore, we begin with the acquirement of category information for each document
of the OHSUMED dataset in the LETOR benchmark [10], by using the Medical Subject Heading
(MeSH) hierarchy. Then, we apply the two-step Ranking SVM algorithm to generate the ranker that
can obtain as many categories as possible within the retrieved results while maintain ranking quality.
Notice that diversity is usually opposed to relevance, as mentioned in [17]. To assess performance
comprehensively, we adopt several evaluation metrics including NDCG, Category Recall, α-DCG [3],
and MAP. All of experiment results are compared to the conventional Ranking SVM [9]. According to
the results, the proposed approach not only improves the ranking quality, but also increases diversity
within the retrieved results.

1.3

Related Work

In the past, there are several studies related to the topic of diversifying retrieved results, including evaluation metrics and systematic studies. One of the influential work on diversification is that of Maximal
Marginal Relevance (MMR) proposed by Carbonell and Goldstein in [1]. In their work, the MMR
evaluation metric is proposed to examine the tradeoff between diversity and the relevance within retrieved results. They use two similarity functions: one measures the similarity among documents,
and the other one measures the similarity between document and query. Then, the diversification is
carried out by using a parameter to control these two similarity functions.
Zhai et al. [17] claim that the dependence among the retrieved results is also important. This
work is later formalized in [18], where Zhai and Lafferty propose a risk minimization framework
for information retrieval that allows a user to define a loss function over the retrieved results. This
framework permits users to specify their “unhappiness” about a given set of results. In [16], Zhai
discusses the problem of dependent topic retrieval, and proposes two loss functions depending on
certain language models, which can lead to a selection of diverse results.
In [2], Chen and Karger consider information retrieval in the context of ambiguous queries. The
basic idea of this work is that the results should be ranked sequentially according to the probability of
1

a document being relevant conditioned on the other documents in its front. They propose an objective
function capable of considering the diversification of retrieved results, and the function can also focus
on retrieving at least one relevant document for all users. In [12], Radlinski et al. propose a learning
algorithm to compute a set of retrieved results from a diverse set of orderings. By iterating through
all documents in each of the positions while holding fixed the documents in the other positions, they
attempt to learn a best ranking of documents using user click-through data. By means of the ability
that the user click-through data can diminish the value of similar documents, their approach can
naturally produces a diverse set of results. In [3], Clarke et al. study diversification in the context
of answering questions. They focus on developing a framework of evaluation that takes into account
both novelty and diversity. In this work, questions and answers are treated as sets of “information
nuggets,” and relevance is a function of the nuggets contained in the questions and the answers. In
addition, they also propose a novel metrics, α-DCG, capable of taking into account both diversity and
relevance, thereby can better reflect the ranking quality and diversity within the retrieved results. We
also use this metric for the assessment of our proposed approach.

2

Methodology
研究方法

In Ranking SVM [9], the ranking problem for document retrieval can be represented as the following
constrained optimization problem:
X
1
ω
~ ·ω
~ +C
ξi,j,k
2
,
∀(di , dj ) ∈ rk∗ : ω
~ Φ(qk , di ) ≥ ω
~ Φ(qk , dj ) + 1 − ξi,j,k
s.t.
∀i∀j∀k : ξi,j,k ≥ 0

min

(1)

where Φ(q, d) is a feature vector obtained from document d with respect to query q. If we rearrange
the constraints as:
ω
~ (Φ(qk , di ) − Φ(qk , dj )) ≥ 1 − ξi,j,k ,
(2)
the above optimization problem can be casted as the classification problem of SVM on all document
pairs (di , dj ) with different ranks r∗ .
Unlike the conventional Ranking SVM, the proposed two-step Ranking SVM consists of two
training phases: In the first step, with the taxonomy information, Support Vector Classification (SVC)
is carried on the document pairs with Different Ranks but the Same Category (DRSC) to produce a
ranking model. In the second step, to diversify ranking results, the ranking model continues to be
trained by Support Vector Regression (SVR) on the document pairs with the Same Rank but Different
Categories (SRDC). With the aid of taxonomy information, the proposed approach focuses on different types of pairs in different steps for the goal of diversification. Below we describe the intuition
behind our method in details.
Instead of conducting SVC training on all different-rank pairs, the first step performs SVC training
on DRSC pairs only. This practice is due to the following benefits: First, this way indirectly includes
diversity by separating documents in the same category. Because of the margin-maximization specialty of SVM, conducting SVC on DRSC pairs will permit the learned model to not only separate the
documents with different ranks, but also keep the documents in the same category as away as possible.
Second, this way is consistent with the nature of comparison that under the same category, objects
are more reasonable for comparison. Third, this way leads to more efficient training time because the
number of DRSC pairs is fewer than that of all different-rank pairs.
Once a ranking model has been obtained in the first step, the second step continues to conduct
SVR training on the ranking model by using the SRDC pairs. Specifically, starting with the output
values of the first-step model, the second step performs -SVR on the SRDC pairs. This step is mainly
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to bring the concept of diversity directly into the learned model. That is because the SVR training
will enable the learned model to keep the documents having different categories as close as possible,
and not to deteriorate the ranking quality too much by bringing the documents with the same rank
together. Hence, the second step can be considered as a retraining approach to the diversification
purpose. The two-step Ranking SVM approach can be summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Two-step Ranking SVM
1: Given: a set S = {(d1 , r1 , c1 ), (d2 , r2 , c2 ), . . . (dn , rn , cn )}, where di is a document, ri is the rank
of the document, and ci is the category information of the document.
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

Pair Construction
if ri 6= rj & ci = cj then
construct DRSC pair via Φ(di , dj )
end if
if ri = rj & ci 6= cj then
construct SRDC pair via Φ(di , dj )
end if

9:

First Step: conduct SVC on the DRSC pairs
X
1
ω
~ ·ω
~ +C
ξi,j,k
2
∀(di , dj ) ∈ rk∗ : h~ω , Φ(di , dj )i ≥ 1 − ξi,j,k
s.t.
∀i∀j∀k : ξi,j,k ≥ 0

min

10:

Second Step: conduct SVR on the SRDC pairs
X

1
+
−
ω
~ ·ω
~ +C
ξi,j,k
+ ξi,j,k
2
+
∀(di , dj ) ∈ rk∗ : yi,j − h~ω , Φ(di , dj )i ≤  + ξi,j,k


 ∀(d , d ) ∈ r∗ : h~ω , Φ(d , d )i − y ≤  + ξ −
i j
i j
i,j
k
i,j,k
s.t.
+
∀i∀j∀k
:
ξ
≥
0

i,j,k


−
∀i∀j∀k : ξi,j,k
≥0

min
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Results and Discussions
結果與討論

3.1

Experimental Setup

In this study, the OHSUMED dataset in LETOR is used as our experimental dataset. For the taxonomy information, we employ the 2008 MeSH tree structure1 , in which there are 16 main categories
in the root, such as anatomy and organisms. We classify each OHSUMED document into the 16
categories by using majority approach. By means of the majority method, each document in the
OHSUMED collection thus belongs to one of 16 categories in the MeSH tree. For other details of the
OHSUMED collection, please refer to [10]. For implementation, except Ranking SVM by svmlight
[8], all experiments are carried out by liblinear [6].
1

http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/trees2008.html
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Table 1: Performances of NDCG@15, CR@15, α-DCG@15, and MAP: All numbers are average
values over 5 folds. Numbers in brackets indicate the p-value from a paired one-tailed t-test. Bold
faced numbers indicate that the entry is statistically significant from the run of Ranking SVM at 95%
confidence level.
Methods
NDCG@15
CR@15
α-DCG@15
MAP
Ranking SVM 0.423
SVC only
0.446 (0.01)
SVC+SVR
0.440 (0.05)

3.2

0.535
4.294
0.543 (0.21) 4.614 (0.01)
0.554 (0.04) 4.562 (0.04)

0.433
0.450 (2e-4)
0.445 (0.01)

Experimental Results

In addition to NDCG and MAP, we also use Category Recall (CR) and α-DCG to evaluate the diversity
within the retrieved results. Among these four metrics, NDCG and MAP are mainly for the evaluation
of ranking quality, CR is for diversity, and α-DCG is an in-between version. Since diversity cannot
just be presented in a few top ranks, we focus on the performance at position 15. Notice that the value
5
if there are 5 different categories within top 15 results. For α-DCG, the parameter of α is
of CR is 15
set to 0.5; for more details about α-DCG, please refer to [3].
Table 1 lists the performance of three referenced approaches including Ranking SVM, SVC only,
and SVC+SVR. Note that the parameters of the three methods are all tuned on the validation datasets
provided in LETOR. The method of SVC only, as indicated in the table, indeed improves diversity in
terms of CR@15 because of the indirect injection of diversity by separating DRSC pairs; however, the
improvement is not significant. By further retraining the ranker, the method of SVC+SVR eventually
enhances diversity significantly while maintaining the ranking quality in terms of all criteria. These
results are consistent with the discussions in Section 2.

3.3

Summary

This work proposes a two-step Ranking SVM for diversifying ranking results. With the aid of taxonomy information, the proposed method focuses on different types of pairs in different steps for the
goal of diversification. According to our experimental results, the two-step method of SVC+SVR not
only improves ranking quality, but also diversifies the retrieved results with varied categories. In the
following section, we attempt to use another retrieval model based on portfolio theory to deal with
the problem.

4

Extension Work:
Post-Modern Portfolio Theory for Information Retrieval
延伸工作：後現代投資組合理論之檢索模型

4.1

Introduction

In general, the process of retrieving information consists of two phases. In the first phase, probabilistic
retrieval models [13] compute the relevance between a given user’s information need (query) and each
of the documents in a collection. The second phase focuses on how to rank the calculated documents;
the classic Probability Ranking Principle (PRP) [4] forms the theoretical basis of this phase, which
ranks the documents with the order of decreasing probabilities of relevance to the query. However, the
ranking principle neglects the uncertainty associated with the relevance of the documents to the query;
the uncertainty may result from various sources, such as specific user preferences and ambiguity
within a query. Take the query “jaguar” as an example. This query may refer to the Jaguar Cars
company, the Apple Jaguar operation system, the Fender Jaguar electric guitar, or the felines. For
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such a query with some uncertainty, an IR system should provide a ranking list of documents with all
possible interpretations, which may better meet as many information needs as possible.
To deal with the uncertainty, we draw an analogy between the ranking problem in IR and the
investing problem in finance; that is, selecting a set of stocks (portfolio) resembles selecting a set of
documents (ranking list). In 1952, Harry Markowitz in his Nobel Prize winning work, proposed a
theory, Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT), which attempts to maximize portfolio expected return for a
given amount of portfolio risk by carefully choosing the proportions of various assets [11]. Wang and
Zhu first incorporated MPT into the process of IR and formulated the ranking problem as a portfolio
selection problem [14]. In their framework, two summary statistics, mean and variance, are used to
characterize a ranking list; the mean represents a best “guess” of the overall relevance of the list,
while the variance sketches the uncertainty associated with the guess. For a risk-averse solution,
the relevance of a ranking list is maximized, and in the meantime, the variance of the relevance is
minimized.

4.2

The Mean-Semivariance Framework

Overall Relevance Scores
Given a query, suppose an IR system returns a ranking list composed of n documents from rank 1
to n with corresponding estimated relevance scores from r1 to rn . By following [14], we define the
effectiveness of a ranking list via the weighted average of the relevance scores in the list as
Rn =

n
X

wi ri .

i=1

Above, RP
n denotes the overall relevance of a ranking list, wi denotes the weight of the i-th ranked
position, ni=1 wi = 1, and, in general, w1 > w2 · · · > wn [7]. In this case, obviously, Rn can be
maximized with r1 > r2 · · · > rn (i.e., ordering the documents according to their estimated relevance
scores).

Uncertainty of Relevance Scores and Risk Measures
The uncertainty can be introduced through the estimations from retrieval models. To cope with such
uncertainty, the relevance scores ri are assumed to be random variables. The distribution of the
relevance scores can be varied; for example, as in [20], the relevance scores are assumed to follow a
Gaussian distribution, and as in [19], the uncertainty of the relevance scores is introduced from the
underlying probabilistic language models (conjugate prior of the Multinomial distribution).
The uncertainty of the overall relevance is characterized with its variance V ar(Rn ) in [14]:
V ar(Rn ) =

n
n X
X

wi wj ci,j ,

(3)

i=1 i=1

where ci,j denotes the covariance of the relevance scores between the i-th ranked document and the
j-th ranked one.
However, this variance cannot distinguish a bad surprise from a good surprise. Motivated by the
concept of downside risk in PMPT, we only take downside variance into account for the risk-averse
approach and by contrast, consider only upside variance for the risk-loving approach. In other words,
we use semivariance as the indicator of risk (uncertainty), which is mathematically defined as


V ar− (Rn ) = E (M in(Rn − E[Rn ], 0))2 ,


V ar+ (Rn ) = E (M ax(Rn − E[Rn ], 0))2 ,
5

where V ar− (Rn ) (V ar+ (Rn )) denotes the downside (upside, respectively) variance of the overall relevance. Unlike the variance defined in Eq. (3), which can be calculated exogenously, the semivariance
is endogenous. As a result, we use the approximation proposed by [5] to calculate V arQ (Rn ):
V arQ (Rn ) ≈

n X
n
X

wi wj ĉi,j ,

i=1 i=1

where

(
ĉi,j =

E [M in (ri − E[ri ], 0) × M in(rj − E[rj ], 0)] ,

if Q = −,

E [M ax (ri − E[ri ], 0) × M ax(rj − E[rj ], 0)] , if Q = +.

(4)

Optimization for the Ranking List
To optimize the effectiveness of a ranking list with the summary statistics, mean and semivariance,
the objective function for the optimization is
max An = E[Rn ] − a × V arQ (Rn ),

(5)

where a denotes the risk preference parameter and Q ≡ sgn[a]. Note that for a risk-averse solution,
a < 0 and for a risk-loving solution, a > 0; additionally, with a = 0, documents are ranked by the
PRP.
Since the weight wi for each document is a discrete variable, it is hard to directly optimize the
objective function in Eq. (5). Therefore, the greedy algorithm in [14] is adopted to optimize the
objective function. The difference of the objective function from the position k − 1 to k is
Ak − Ak−1 = E[Rk ] − a × V arQ (Rk ) − E[Rk−1 ] + a × V arQ (Rk−1 )
k
k X
k
k−1
k X
k−1
X
X
X
X
=
wi E[ri ] − a
wi wj ĉi,j −
wi E[ri ] + a
wi wj ĉi,j
i=1

i=1 i=1

i=1

= wk (E[rk ] − awk ĉkk − 2a

k−1
X

i=1 i=1

wi ĉi,k ).

(6)

i=1

The i-th ranked document for i ∈ {2, 3, · · · , n} is selected to maximize the difference Ai − Ai−1 in
Eq. (6). (Note that the first document (i = 1) is set to the document with the highest relevance score.)

Calculation of Means and Semicovariance Matrix
Different retrieval models generate different estimators of E[Rn ] and V arQ (Rn ). In the following
experiments, the probabilistic language models with Dirichlet and Jelinek-Mercer (JM) smoothing
are adopted [15]. In a multinomial language model with parameter y = (y1 , · · · , yi , · · · , y|V | ), given
a document d ≡ (d1 , · · · , di , · · · , d|V | ), the posterior probability can denoted as p(y | d, α), and
Y
Y
p(y | d, α) ∝ p(d | y)p(y | α) =
(yi )di
(yi )αi −1
i

i

Y
=
(yi )di +αi −1
i

∼ Dir(d + α),

(7)

where p(w|α) is the Dirichlet prior on y with parameter α = (α1 , · · · , αi , · · · , α|V | ).
The mean of yi is chosen to be the estimator of yi ; i.e.,
di + αi
.
ŷi = Pn
i=1 di + αi
6

(8)
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Figure 1: Comparison of our approach (PMPT) against the MPT and the PRP on TREC2008
ad hoc task.
According to Eq. (8), given a query q ≡ (q1 , · · · , qi , · · · , q|V | ), E[ri ] can be estimated by
r̂i =

|V |
Y

ŷiqi .

i=1

On the other hand, we draw y as samples from the distribution in Eq. (7) to obtain randomized
relevance scores; then the semicovariance defined in Eq. (4) can be easily calculated.

4.3

Experiments

This section first describes the experimental datasets and evaluation metrics. With respect to different
datasets and smoothing techniques, there are four sets of experiments conducted in this paper. We
then present the experimental results, and conclude this section by providing some discussions and
analyses.
In our experiments, two TREC tracks are used for evaluating the proposed method, including
TREC08 and Robust04. Table 2 lists the details of the used datasets for the two tracks. We report
experimental results on the datasets for ad-hoc retrieval. Therefore, the following metrics are calculated for evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed approach: Mean Average Precision (MAP),
Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR), Precision, and Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG); in
addition to the overall performance, we also examine the performance at top-5 and top-100 positions,
in order to study the effect of risk-averse and risk-loving approaches on a retrieved-document list at
different positions.
Figure 1 and Figure 2 illustrate the experimental results, in which we plot the corresponding
improvements in terms of different metrics. In the following discussions, PMPT denotes the proposed
method; the two compared methods are the PRP and MPT methods [14]. As shown in Figure 1, when
operating on the TREC08 dataset, the proposed PMPT method improves most of evaluation metrics
Table 2: Overview of the two TREC test collections.
Name
Description
# Docs
Topics
# Topics
TREC8 ad hoc task
TREC disks 4, 5 minus CR 528,155
401-450
50
Robust2004 hard topics TREC disks 4, 5 minus CR 528,155 Difficult Robust2004 topics
50
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Improvements (%)

8

Roubust04 Hard Topics (Dirichlet Smoothing)
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(a)
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Figure 2: Comparison of our approach (PMPT) against the MPT and the PRP on Robust2004
hard topics.
over the baseline, PRP, and MPT; this improvement shows that the PMPT method can better rank
retrieved documents via the mean-semivariance framework. For the performance at top positions, the
PMPT method, especially, can gain about 2.5%, 1.5%, and 1.0% improvements in terms of MAP5,
P@5, and NDCG@5, respectively; this leap demonstrates that the PMPT method can boost the topposition ranking quality even further, no matter with either the Dirichlet or JM smoothing techniques.
Similarly, as shown in Figure 2, the proposed PMPT method improves over the PRP baseline in terms
of most of IR evaluation metrics on the Robust04 dataset. However, since the topics we used for
the Robust04 track are hard topics only, in terms of some metrics, the PMPT method can only get
minor improvements, or even cannot outperform over the MPT method. This phenomenon shows
that, when operating on hard topics, these two approaches based on Portfolio Theory might obtain
similar performance. As shown in Figure 2(b), compared with the PRP baseline, the PMPT method
with the JM smoothing still gains about 7%, 5%, and 3% improvements in terms of MAP5, P@5, and
NDCG@5, respectively. Furthermore, with respect to the different smoothing techniques, we observe
that the JM smoothing generally performs better than the Dirichlet smoothing does; this phenomenon
may be due to the big variances caused by the JM smoothing in our experiments. This observation
is also consistent with that in [19], which suggests that it might be more preferable to apply the
“risk-sensitive“ approach with the JM smoothing technique.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

This extension work proposes a general mean-semivariance framework to study document ranking under uncertainty, which also implies the diversity of retrieved results. In the framework, the downside
uncertainty can be distinguished with the upside uncertainty when optimizing a ranking list. Experiments on two TREC datasets with the different smoothing techniques validate that the proposed
framework improves the ranking quality over the PRP baseline and the MPT approach. In particular, the proposed framework obtains about 1%-7% improvements over the PRP baseline in terms of
MAP5, P@5, and NDCG@5. Future directions include how to use learning-to-rank techniques to find
out the optimal parameters of the proposed framework, and how to adapt the framework for diversified information retrieval. We will also study how to combine the two-step ranking SVM technique
with the mean-semivariance framework.
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